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QUESTION 1

A tenant administrator would like to initiate a reclamation request for underutilized virtual machines in their vRealize
Automation environment. The tenant administrator selects the candidate deployment and sends a reclamation request
to the owners of the virtual machines. 

What happens if the virtual machine owners do not respond to the reclamation request in a timely manner? 

A. The virtual machine is immediately expired and powered off. 

B. The virtual machine gets a new lease as determined by the administrator. 

C. The virtual machine continues to run and expires per the lease terms defined in the blueprint. 

D. The virtual machine is immediately expired and deleted. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-
Automation/7.5/com.vmware.vra.prepare.use.doc/GUIDB9BE9E52-8DC6-477C-824E-9BA7F8F2A311.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A system administrator created a tenant with URL name "fin" for the finance team. The fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) of the appliance is vra.rainpole.local. 

What is the correct URL to log in to the finance tenant? 

A. https://vra.rainpole.local/vcac/org/fin 

B. https://vra.rainpole.local/org/finance 

C. https://vra.rainpole.local/org/fin 

D. https://vra.rainpole.local/vcac/org/finance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two steps must an administrator take to create an approval policy through two levels of management when
expanding the resources of a virtual machine beyond a specific footprint? (Choose two.) 

A. Attach the approval policy to the specific day 2 actions: increase RAM, add CPUs and add Disk storage. 

B. Create a two layer approval policy. 

C. Configure the approval policy to re-provision the virtual machine based on a larger blueprint if approval is granted at
all levels. 

D. Attach a multiple layer approval policy to the service to which the blueprint is attached. 
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E. Set up a conditional approval policy. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which directory type should be created in a tenant if an administrator wants to use multi-domain or multi-forest
deployments? 

A. Active Directory over LDAP 

B. Local User Directory 

C. Active Directory over Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA) 

D. LDAP Directory 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a specific instance of a completed or running workflow called? 

A. Workflow event 

B. Workflow token 

C. Workflow attribute 

D. Workflow status 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Orchestrator/5.5.1/
com.vmware.vsphere.vco_using_client.doc/GUID-9366A590-4DB6-485F-8557-5139EBE12851.html 
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